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WELCOME TO ONLINE MERIT BADGES WITH CENTRAL FLORIDA COUNCIL! 
 

Whether you are a local Scout from the “sunshine state” or from another part of the country or world, we 
are glad that you are continuing your Scouting journey from home and we are honored to be a part of it. 
We hope to bring you the BEST online learning available by providing fun and interesting programs, 
designed and moderated by awesome Merit Badge Counselors, and managed by a dedicated team of 
volunteers and Scouting professionals. 

 
In this guide, you will find a ton of information designed to help you navigate the world of online merit 
badge study. While the process will look and feel somewhat like merit badge classes you’ve done before, it 
is important to recognize that there are some key differences. Please review this ENTIRE guide before 
beginning the online merit badge program. 

 
We look forward to working with you online and good luck on your Scouting journey!! 

 
 

CFC Online Merit Badge 
Team Central Florida 
Council 

 
Mike Evano 
Director of Camping, CFC, 
BSA 
mevano@scouting.org 

 
 
 

Pam Falconer 
Activities Coordinator, CFC, BSA 
pam@camplanoche.com 
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The CFC “Online Study” Model 
 
In early March 2020, the idea of working on a merit badge online was rare and only just developing in a few areas; by June 2020, 
Central Florida Council had provided over 30 different online courses to tens of thousands of Scouts around the world!  Along the 
way, we have pioneered an effective delivery model and learned important lessons in the reviewing, managing, and tracking of 
Scout’s work and progress.  In our ongoing effort to provide unparallel programming two scouts, we have evolved our system to make 
it more accessible to more scouts in more places, and give them the opportunity to study these merit badges at their own pace and 
according to their own schedule. 
 
Our new model, launched in September 2021, is a merit badge online study platform. Scouts subscribe, add three different 
subscription levels, to a monthly service providing carefully curated merit badge tutorials. Subscribers will have access to three to five 
badges per month, complete with video tutorials, carefully managed reference materials, and a series of work submission forms 
designed to confirm learning and retention and track requirement completion with for review by merit badge counselors. 
 
Consider for a moment the merit badge process outlined by the BSA: https://www.scouting.org/programs/scouts-bsa/advancement-
and-awards/merit-badges/ 
 
Our system cannot replace the first couple steps. Scouts are asked to contact their Scoutmaster, and throughout this guide you will also 
see guidance related to identifying and contacting a counselor in your area. The online program also cannot replace the important final 
steps of recognition! What our online study model seeks to do is provide a comprehensive platform for scouts to study, learn, 
practice, and eventually, through online work submissions, show their stuff!  
 
Think of us like a “walking, talking, merit badge pamphlet!  The intention of this program is to provide the resources a Scout needs to 
learn the skills required of them for a given merit badge. These are not online merit badge clinics, where participation in daily or 
weekly programs equates to requirements being signed off. This is a merit badge study tool, hosted online, for Scouts to use to learn, 
improve, and eventually submit work for review to confirm mastery. We have found that nearly 75% of participants in our previous 
programs preferred to use the recordings of live sessions rather than participating in the live sessions. For some, this was a necessity 
because of schedule conflicts or because they were participating from different time zones. For others, they found that watching the 
recordings allowed them flexibility to pause, fast forward, and rewind to places and topics that were most of interest to them; the 
recordings simply provided learning at a pace that they could handle. For all these reasons, it was decided to move our very popular 
live presentations onto a platform that would allow scouts to watch prerecorded content, and complete work submissions at their own 
pace. 
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GETTING STARTED 
 

All Merit Badge programs begin the same way: Contact your Scoutmaster and have a conversation with 
them about the badge (or badges) you plan on pursuing. While Scoutmasters don’t need to officially 
“approve” your working on a Merit Badge, it is important to keep them in the loop. While participating in 
our Online Merit Badge programs, we will share information on your progress with your Scoutmaster, 
so make sure they know to expect these updates! They are also a great person to contact with questions 
about the merit badge process and how to continue working after you complete your online study. 

 
 
 
After that, sign up to 

participate!  

https://cfcbsa-online.bubbleapps.io/ 

Signing up for an Online Merit 
Badge program is as easy as 1-2-3! 
 

 
1. Visit https://cfcbsa-online.bubbleapps.io/ and click GET STARTED! You will set up a 

USERNAME and PASSWORD that you will use to log in for all your online study. 
2. Complete the registration information, including Unit information and name and 

address for each participating Scout. Families with multiple Scouts participating MUST 
create a separate USERNAME for each Scout and pay a separate subscription fee; the 
system tracks progress by USERNAME so each Scout must have their own.  NOTE: 
You will also be asked to provide contact information for your Scoutmaster, so we can 
share updates directly with them. 

3. Pay a monthly subscription fee, to cover online delivery system and resources.  Each 
participating Scout must have their own subscription to gain access to their classes. 

 

At the completion of your registration, you will receive a confirmation e-mail. SAVE THIS E-MAIL FOR 
YOUR RECORDS. Guidance and details are included in this e-mail. 

 

WHY A SUBSCRIPTION? Previous Online Merit Badges have had you register and pay a fee PER 
BADGE. With a subscription-based service, you will have unlimited access to 3-5 merit badges per 
month to be worked on according to YOUR SCHEDULE.  Once a course is started, a Scout can 
continue their study of the badge topic, using our detailed tutorials and focused work submission forms, 
at their own pace for as long as it takes them. 
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YOUR FIRST MERIT BADGE COURSE 
 
Once you have subscribed, you’ll have 3-5 Merit Badge Courses available to you, based on your 
subscription level.  These courses are designed to be completed on YOUR SCHEDULE, and can be studied 
in any order based on your interest.  While each course will be unique based on the badge selected, most 
courses include the following features: 

 
Video Tutorials:  Each Badge Course features a series of video tutorials, meant to bring the 
Merit Badge Pamphlet to life.  These videos are presented by Merit Badge Counselors or experts 
in the field and are structured around the Merit Badge requirements.  Each tutorial may include up 
to 3 short videos and will take between 30 minutes to an hour to complete. 

 
Online Resources:  Completing a Merit Badge often requires 3 – 4 hours of additional research 
for Scouts.  Lucky for our subscribers, we have helped curate a selection of applicable, Scout-
appropriate reference material for Scouts to use in completing requirements or learning more 
about a topic.  Each Tutorial has 3-5 articles/websites that will be referenced and linkable for 
Scouts’ access. 

 
Work Submission Forms:  Since our launch in 2020, the CFC Online Merit Badge model has 
relied on a series of Work Submission forms that give Scouts a place to record and submit their 
work for each requirement.  Through a combination of short answer prompts, multiple choice and 
matching exercises, and photo/video uploads, Scouts are guided through the merit badge study 
and Counselors are able to remotely review and acknowledge work submitted. 
 

Completion Reporting:  As Scouts complete sections of study and submit their Work Submission 
Forms, the information they submit is reviewable on their Completion Report for each Badge.  
Throughout their study, Scouts can use this Report to keep their Scoutmaster or Counselor up to 
date on progress and can print the report for their records once the Course is complete.  A 
printable/downloadable Blue Card is also available from this page. 

 
Getting started on a Merit Badge Course is simple: 
 

o From your Dashboard, choose a Merit Badge you would like to study and click “LAUNCH COURSE.” 
o The next screen is the Merit Badge page for your selected badge.  All of your study and work will 

start here for this badge.  You will find introductory information and notes on the left of the page and 
navigational buttons on the right.  You can access the Requirements, curated Resources, and 
detailed Tutorials using the buttons on the right.  You will also find Work Submission buttons that 
correspond with each Tutorial. 

o You may begin your study in any order and explore the buttons and resources freely, but here is 
what we recommend: 
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SESSION TUTORIALS:  Begin your study HERE, learning about your chosen Badge from 
Counselors and experts.  Each Session Tutorial combines video presentations with self-study and 
brief “quiz” questions to help prepare a Scout for success in the Badge’s area of study. 

 
SESSION WORK SUBMISSIONS:  After completing a Session Tutorial, Scouts should have no 
problem completing the associated Work Submission.  Some Scouts will prefer to complete ALL 
TUTORIALS FIRST< and then submit work after.  It is up to them!  Designed by Merit Badge 
Counselors and tested by thousands of Scouts and Scouters, each Session Work Submission is 
tailored to the exact needs of the requirements and feature a mix of short answer submissions and 
media uploads, all meant to help a Scout get credit for their hard work! 

 
o Tutorials and Work Sessions can be SAVED at anytime; after SAVING, you can return to the 

Tutorial/Work Session later and resume where you left off. 
 

REMEMBER: Our Online Merit Badge programs do not have “prerequisites.”  Instead, Scouts have 
access to high-quality video tutorials and curated resources to study the badge topic at their own 
pace. While the Tutorials wil l  take you through each requirement, there are some “best 
practices” that Scouts have found helpful 

 
• Click on the “Requirements” button on the Online Course pages. Search online for the name of the 

merit badge you are studying (use "google" or other search  engines.). Download any materials 
and information you find of interest. 

 
• After reading the requirements, look for ones that are "time based" that may take you more time 

than our one-month program allows. Start on those as soon as possible. 
 

• You may also visit the Scout Shop in your area and purchase the Merit Badge Pamphlet for this 
badge or purchase an eBook version online; the Pamphlet has a lot of great information. 
Reading this pamphlet will help you in your study of the topic. 

 
You will find that there are a LOT of great resources available to you online. Spending an hour or two 
searching for interesting sites related to your chosen badge(s) will give you a good start on your 
advancement. 

 
 
 

NOTE TO PARENTS: 
 

Remember that it is the SCOUT’S responsibility to advance in Scouts BSA. While you serve an 
important role as mentor, guide, and cheerleader for your Scout, it is ultimately up to THEM to 
work on advancing. Make sure THEY are excited to work on merit badges before you subscribe! 

 

Scoutmasters and other leaders in your home Troop are GREAT resources for guiding your Scout 
through the advancement program. If your Scout has questions, make sure they ask them of your 
local unit leadership before asking them of our team. We are always willing to help, but a more 
timely response may come from your home unit leaders. 

 

During their discussion with their Scoutmaster, encourage your Scout to request a list of local Merit 
Badge Counselors.  Each local Council maintains this list and Scoutmasters can request it to share 
with your Scout. By having this list ahead of time, your Scout will have a local network of support to 
assist them in completing any requirements not completed online. 
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ONLINE MERIT BADGE PROGRAM PAGES 
 

As noted above, each Merit Badge is a little different.  Most badge programs will feature each of the 
following buttons on the right side of the page.  Here is a little guidance on how to use each button: 

 
Resources: 

 
You will find a lot of videos and informational 
links on the Resource page.  These videos 
and links are also shared in each Tutorial 
Session, but this is a one-stop-shop for your 
reference.  Many Scouts will find it helpful to 
rewatch videos and or review some links after 
they have completed a tutorial, in preparation 
for the Work Submission forms. 

 
Requirements: 

 
This button takes you to a PDF copy of the requirements for the Badge, right out of the BSA Merit Badge 
pamphlet.  Before beginning a Tutorial, make sure to read these carefully so that you know what you will be 
studying. 

 
Wrap Up Workshop: 

 
Although Scouts will do most of their study for each Badge on their own, we will host 1 - 2 live online 
Workshops each month for each badge.  The workshop will be presented by Counselors and moderated by 
the CFC Online Merit Badge team and is designed to give Scouts a chance to ask questions about the 
requirements and Work Submissions.  The date/time for each Workshop will be displayed on the Course 
Page for each Merit Badge, and will change each month based on Counselor availability. 

 
Tutorials: 

 
Each Merit Badge Course features 3 – 5 Tutorials, covering several requirements at a time.  Tutorials 
usually take about an hour to complete in full, and are designed to pair with an associated Work Submission.  
This means that Scouts are encouraged to complete a Tutorial and then move on to the Work Submission 
with the same Session number.  Tutorials may be done in any order, but it is recommended that they be 
completed in Session order, since they build on one another. 

 
Work Submission Forms: 

 
Each Tutorial Session has an associated Work Submission Form covering work required for that tutorial’s 
requirement(s). This is a digital, online review form; while “worksheets” are available to help you organize 
your notes, our program requires work submitted for credit to be done using the Work Submission 
buttons. More details on page 9.
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TUTORIAL SESSIONS 
 

Our Online Merit Badge program is designed around Tutorial Session and associated Work Submission 
forms; to progress through our program, Scouts should complete each Tutorial Session and then complete the 
digital Work Submission Form for that Session A typical Course is as follows: 

 
EXAMPLE: 
Cooking Merit Badge Online 

 
Session 1: Requirement 1 – Tutorial covers kitchen safety, first aid, and illness/allergies. 
Session 2: Requirements 2 & 3 – Tutorial covers nutritional information and label reading. 
Session 3: Requirements 4 & 5, Part 1: Tutorial covers meal planning and menus for BREAKFAST 
Session 4: Requirements 4 & 5, Part 2: Tutorial covers meal planning and menus for LUNCH 
Session 5: Requirements 4 & 5, Part 3; plus 5-7: Tutorial covers meal planning and menus for 
DINNER/DESSERT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TUTORIAL BASICS: 
 

Each Badge is a little different, but each Session Tutorial follows a common structure: 
 
Introduction: 
The first few sections will introduce the REQUIREMENTS being covered and what Scouts should plan on 
learning during the Session. Most also feature a note regarding the AMOUNT OF TIME the Tutorial requires, 
and how to SAVE their progress as they go. 

 
Video Features: 
Each Session Tutorial will include a few videos, sometimes filmed by Counselors and sometimes 
videos found online that cover an important topic related to one or more Requirements.  These 
videos should be watched by Scouts, as they provide the basic knowledge needed to complete 
the Work Submission.  They are also available of the Resource page. 
 
Links to Information: 
Sometimes a Requirement asks Scouts to RESEARCH or READ about a topic or term.  Our 
Tutorial provides guidance on how to find the information needed, and suggests 1 or 2 articles for 
Scouts to review.  It is important that Scouts use these links, as they have been selected by 
Counselors as being reliable, safe resources for Scouts to use in completing the Requirements.  
Scouts are also encouraged to do their own research, with parent’s permission. 
 
 

NOTE TO PARENTS: As with any online delivery, technical difficulties are a real possibility. If your Scout 
experiences a lag in a tutorial or webinar, an online outage, or any other technical issue, we ask that they first 
CLOSE THE BROWSER and RELOAD THE SESSION. If this does not solve the issue, or if further difficulties 
continue, follow the “help desk” process outlined on page 13. 
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MONTHLY LIVE WORKSHOP: 
 

This is the BEST place to ask your questions. Hosted 
at least once a month per Badge Course, the 
Wrap-Up Workshop is a good time to dialogue 
with your Counselor, get clarifications on any 
requirements, and make sure you know how to find 
resources and get credit for work. Counselors will 
review all requirements offered online and give 
you important “next steps” if any remain! 

Our Online Merit Badge program uses the “WebinarJam” online delivery platform for Wrap-Up Workshops. 
This robust, web- based webinar system allows us to provide a variety of instructional and media delivery 
methods, including: 

 
Counselor Lecture / PowerPoint: 

 
Your Merit Badge Counselor and their team may deliver information through basic slides and discussion. 
While “lectures” never sound that exciting, trust your Counselor to provide a ton of great  information and 
a fun and interesting way. Think of them as a “walking, talking, merit badge pamphlet” and take good 
notes! 

 
Video Presentations: 

 
Some Wrap-Ups will offer additional information through video presentations. Gathered from a wide 
array of sources, the videos will serve to add value and perspective to many of the topics introduced by 
your Counselors. You will also have access to these videos after each Wrap-Up session through your 
Course Resource Page (see page 7). 

 
Website Resources: 

 
Tutorials provide some great resources in the form of websites and online systems that will add depth to your 
understanding of the topic, and the Wrap-Up Workshop will be another opportunity to see some online 
sources of info. You are encouraged to revisit these pages through the Course Resource Page. 

 
Group Polls: 

 
Throughout your Wrap-Up sessions, your Counselors may ask you “poll” questions that you must answer 
online in real time. These polls are a way to gauge your understanding of the topic and introduce new ways 
of thinking. They are not a “test” but instead a “tool” to help you learn! 
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Q & A (Question and Answer): 
 

During each Wrap-Up Session, you may participate by asking questions using the “Q & A” box on the right 
side of your screen. This is a direct “chat” with your Counselor team; it is not a “chat room.” No one but 
the adult Counselor team can see and reply. (NOTE: Please use this appropriately; misuse of the “Q & A” 
box will result in removal from the session.) 

 
Guest Speakers: 

 
Many Merit Badges benefit from the input of “resident experts.” As often as possible, we enlist the help of 
professionals in the field to share their experiences with you as you study a potential future career. Past 
experts include biologists, nurses, city planners, and even NASA physicists!! 

 
 

Each Wrap-Up Session will be recorded; recordings will 
be made available within 24-hours of the session through 
your Course Resource Page (see page 7). Many Scouts 
find it helpful to review these videos along with the 
Tutorials while working on their Work Submissions (see 
page 11). 

From the BSA ‘Guide to Advancement’ (pg 44): 
It is acceptable for a counselor registered in one 
council to approve merit badges for Scouts in 
another. This is an important consideration, 
especially in areas where counselors are scarce, when 
Scouts are away from home and want to continue 
advancing, or when merit badge experiences include 
web-based components provided by someone in 
another council. 
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WORK SUBMISSION PROCESS 
 

Each Session has an online Work Submission Form. This is a web- based worksheet based on the 
requirement(s) covered by that week’s session. The Online Work Submission Form gives our Counselor 
team a standardized way of reviewing your understanding of the  topics and completion of the tasks 
required by the BSA to be qualified as earning a merit badge. 

 
While the BSA Guide to Advancement makes it clear that no one can “add or subtract” from the 
requirements of a merit badge, our team is asking that you use the Online Work Submission process to 
help us accurately and efficiently give you full credit for your work. 

 
 

 
 

Your Counselor will go into detail in each Tutorial on the specific requirements being covered. You will find 
that much of the information you need to complete the Work Submission will be outlined by your 
Counselor, so PAY ATTENTION and TAKE NOTES during every Tutorial. However, you will also find that 
there are times you are required to do your own research and study to complete the Work Submission. 
Make sure you schedule 30 – 90 minutes to complete each Work Submission…this is in ADDITION to the 
time spent in your Tutorial Session. 

 
Every Work Submission will be a little different, but you can expect them to include much of the following: 

 
Name and E-mail Address: 

 
This is YOUR name and e-mail as you were registered for the course. Check with your parent/guardian and 
find out EXACTLY how you were registered. If you were registered as Michael, but go by Mike, make sure 
you use “Michael” when you submit work; matching name and e-mail is our only way of confirming 
your work. SPELLING COUNTS!!
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Short Answers: 
 

Much of your Work Submission will be based on brief, sentence-long responses to questions. 
 

Multiple Choice: 
 

Sometimes, to confirm understanding of a topic, you will answer several multiple-choice questions based 
on a Tutorial Session. 

 
Long Answers: 

 
When a Merit Badge requires an “essay” or written response of a minimum word-count, you are asked to 
write a longer answer. 

 
Uploads: 

 
Some badges will require you to show that you can do something or provide proof of a completed 
project. For these, we give you the ability to upload pictures, videos, or scans to show completion of that 
requirement. 

 
 

 

known to you at the start of the program. 
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WRAP-UP WORKSHOP 
 

The Wrap-Up is a good time to dialogue with your Counselor, get clarifications on any final requirements, 
and make sure that you have gotten credit from prior week’s submissions. Counselors will review all 
requirements offered online and give you important “next steps” if any remain! 

 
The Wrap-Up Workshop will look and feel similar to our previous Online Merit Badge Live Sessions, but the 
hour will be spent  answering questions. Moderated by our Counselor Team, you can ask about 
requirements covered, get recaps on topics you didn’t understand, and find out more about the topic. 

 
The Wrap-Up is a great chance to: 

 
" Ask questions about the Merit Badge topic. 
" Get reminders on which requirements were offered in each Tutorial. 
" Make sure your Work Submissions were captured and recorded. 
" Learn more about the Merit Badge topic. 

 
The Wrap-Up is NOT meant for: 

 
X Unrelated questions or non-sense. 
X Inappropriate comments. 
X Questions about upcoming merit badges or unrelated programs. 
X Providing criticism of your Counselor. 

 
Inappropriate or un-Scout-like behavior during the Wrap-Up Workshop will result in removal from the 
Session. 

 
 
 

 
helpful. 



 

NEXT STEPS 
 

Once you have completed Work Session Submissions, participated in the end-of-month Wrap-Up Workshop 
for your badge, you’re DONE…with the Online Merit Badge Program, that is. As noted previously in this 
Guide, there may be requirements that need to be completed AFTER the end of the Online Merit Badge 
Program. There will also be some work that takes time for our team of Counselors to review in detail. 
Generally, you can expect our Counselor Team to review your work and update your records AS QUICKLY 
AS POSSIBLE. 

 
Here are some possible next steps, based on two normal scenarios: 

 
All requirements can be completed through the Online Merit Badge program… 

 
If Course Page Notes confirm that ALL REQUIREMENTS will be possible through Online study, do the following to 
ensure timely recording of your work: 

 
1. Complete all Session Work Submission forms and keep a copy of the completion records for your 

reference. 
2. Track your progress on the Completion Report page.  
3. Participate in the Wrap-Up Workshop  hosted at the end of the month. 
4. Any work NOT submitted by this deadline will NOT be reflected on the Online Merit Badge Progress 

Report (“blue card”) and will need to be reviewed/verified by a local Counselor in your area. * 
 

Some requirements CANNOT be completed through the CFC Online Merit Badge program: 
 

If the Course Page Notes indicates that ONE OR MORE REQUIREMENTS will NOT be offered in the Online Sessions, 
do the following to ensure timely recording of your work: 

 
1. Complete all Work Submissions for requirements offered online; keep a copy of the completion 

records for your reference. 
2. Track your progress on the Completion Report page.  
3. Participate in the Wrap-Up Workshop hosted at the end of the month. 
4. Contact a Merit Badge Counselor in your area* to arrange a call or meeting to finish requirements 

NOT offered online. Provide the Counselor with a copy of your Online Merit Badge Progress Report 
(“blue card”) and any copies of work that you have completed that is NOT recorded; they will help 
you complete your work and sign off on the final completion of the Badge. 

 
*Because of the high volume of participation in our Online programs, we are unable to serve as Merit Badge Counselors for your Scout 
beyond the scope of our program. 
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GETTING HELP 
 

Our hope is that you get great guidance and support through our Counselor Team and the volunteers and 
staff that administer the Tutorial Sessions and Wrap-up Workshop during your Merit Badge study. The 
Online Resource Page, websites and videos shared by our Team, and other resources you find yourself 
should be more than is necessary for you to complete most of the Merit Badges offered through our 
Program. However, we recognize that sometimes, you may need a little extra help. Here are a few 
resources for you: 

 
If you are experiencing technical problems with the registration process or site, or have problems with any 
Tutorial or Work Submission, please use the “SUPPORT” button found at the top-right of all pages and 
Sessions on our Online Merit Badge system. 
 

 
 
 

Submitting questions using the “SUPPORT” button will ensure clear, timely response from a member of our 
Team.  Direct e-mail has the risk of facing a delayed response due to high volume. When submitting a 
question/comment/concern using the “SUPPORT” link on your Online Resource Page before 5 pm 
(eastern) Monday through Friday, you can expect a reply within 24-hours.

15 
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FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions 

 
Can two (or more) Scouts use the same computer? 
Yes! Each Scout should subscribe separately so we can track each Scout’s progress, but they may share a 
computer for each Tutorial Session. NOTE: Saved drafts of Work Submissions auto-populate 
some data based on the computer/device being used, so Scouts from the same family should pay 
close attention when resuming saved work.  When saving, an e-mail is sent to you with a link 
directly into the Scout’s work; using this link to complete work is advised for multi-Scout 
households. 

 
Do we need a camera and microphone? 
No. You simply need a computer with speakers. Video tutorials and other resources do not require 
interaction.  Monthly “Wrap-Up” sessions are hosted through a standard web browser (chrome, explorer, 
etc.); you will be able to see and hear the instructor. You will also be able to type questions using a 
“chat” field. There may be other interactive opportunities throughout the sessions, but none of them 
require a camera/microphone. 

 
Are there any prerequisites? 
No, not really. Scouts with no prior work complete can participate. However, Scouts can begin once they 
have discussed their participation with their Scoutmaster by searching for information about their Badge 
online. Scouts must also understand that there are some requirements that will NOT be covered by the 
sessions (such as cooking camping meals in Cooking Merit Badge.) 

 
How will they get their “blue card” Merit Badge Applications? 
Our upgraded system (Fall 2021) helps us track everyone’s progress in real time and provides printable 
Completion Reports as well as “blue cards” that camp be downloaded and printed. 

 
How will Youth Protection and “no one-on-one contact” be maintained? 
Most of your work will be done on your own without direct contact with any Scouting personnel.  During the 
monthly live “wrap-up” session, our Counselor Team creates a “virtual classroom” that will be monitored by a 
second adult Counselor. Youth will be in “view only” mode with limited interaction with each other. 

 
I don’t live in Florida. Can I still participate? 
Of course! The internet makes this possible for EVERYONE!  But remember, our live “wrap-up” session is 
scheduled in the EASTERN TIMEZONE, so adjust for your local time. 

 
What about Scoutmaster approval? Scouts should have their approval before beginning a merit badge, 
right? 
Yes, Scouts should make their Scoutmaster aware of their participation! We will send a series of 
communications keeping Scoutmasters “in the loop,” but it is the Scout’s responsibility to talk with their 
Scoutmaster BEFORE registering for a program. When registering, you will be asked to provide the 
Scoutmaster’s contact information to us. 
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Can we complete the ENTIRE Merit Badge online? 
In some cases, yes, but in many cases, no. While it is possible for a Scout to complete these badges 
through our virtual study platform, that shouldn’t be their goal. Our intent is to present content each 
session that gets the Scout STARTED on a set of requirements. It is then up to them to complete an 
additional task, study project, or activity OFFLINE and provide confirmation of that completed task through 
Work Submission forms. Confirmation is completed through a variety of methods, including document 
uploads, photo sharing, and quizzes that will review and test important content. The goal is to help Scouts 
potentially complete 80% - 90% of the necessary requirements. In some rare cases, Scouts may complete 
100% of a Badge; it will be impossible for a Scout to complete some, such as Cooking Merit Badge in this 
manner, due to requirements relating to camping trips. 
 
What about the trips required? 
When needed, we host VIRTUAL TOURS. For instance, we hosted a virtual tour of our camp’s Wastewater 
Treatment Plant to help with requirements in Public Health Merit Badge and provided some awesome 
virtual tour resources for the Nation’s Capital Building for Citizenship in the Nation MB. Scouts who pay 
attention and complete Work Submissions will get as much (or more) out of this virtual visit than possible 
on an in-person trip. 

 
Wait! They’ll get MORE out of it than they would IN PERSON?! NO WAY! 
Way! Think about it…when a Patrol or Troop goes on a trip or tour, there is almost no way of 
guaranteeing everyone gets to ask a question, and rarely can a leader or counselor confirm 100% that 
each participant learned. But online, by requiring each Scout to submit a question before the tour, and 
provide a reflection paragraph after the tour, it gives us a 100% feedback loop to ensure learning and 
retention. Pretty cool, huh? 
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